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Abstract: In this Project, the designing of the SST, including ac/dc rectifier, dual active bridge (DAB) converters are 
developed. The solid-state transformer (SST) is an interconnection device between ac distribution grids and dc distribution 
systems. The SST has a cascaded multilevel ac/dc rectifier stage, a dual active bridge (DAB) converter stage with high-
frequency transformers, and an obligatory dc/ac stage. On the other hand, due to dc-link voltage and power unbalance in the 
cascaded modules, the unbalanced dc-link voltages and power intensify the pressure of the semiconductor devices and set off 
overvoltage or over-current issues. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the role of the interconnection between power 
transmission grids and the consumers, the distribution 
power system currently requires 60 Hz transformers 
for voltage transformation. These ordinary copper-
and-iron based transformers acquire many 
undesirable properties including bulky size, 
ecological concerns and especially power quality 
susceptibility. The solid-state transformer (SST) is 
the interconnection device between the distribution 
system and the electricity consumers in future smart 
grid systems. In the schemed electric configuration of 
the smart grid system shown in Fig. 1, low voltage 
(120 V), residential class distributed renewable 
energy resource (DRER), distributed energy storage 
device (DESD), and loads are connected to the 400-V 
dc distribution bus and then to distribution bus 
through a SST. The SST is used to enable active 
management of DRER, DESD, and loads, rather than 
a 60-Hz ordinary transformer.  
 

 
Fig.1.    SST at one residential home 

 
This project intends a 20-kVA cascaded H-Bridge 
multilevel converter-based SST to directly 
interconnection with 7.2-kV single- phase distribution  

 
voltage level. As shown in Fig. 2, the SST subsist of a 
cascaded multilevel ac/dc rectifier, dual active bridge  
 
(DAB) converters with high-frequency transformers. 
The regulated 400-V dc bus is distributed for easier 
connection of battery and other distributed resources.  

 
Fig. 2.    Topology of the schemed SST. 

 
II. SST DESIGNING AND RESTRAIN 
 
The designing and restrain of the SST, including the 
cascaded multilevel ac/dc rectifier, DAB converters 
with high-frequency transformers are developed in 
this section. 
 
The fundamental configuration of the schemed 20-
kVA SST is shown in Fig. 2.  
 
A.  Rectifier Single-Phase dq Vector Restrain 
The ac/dc rectifier stage transfers the single-phase 
7.2-kV ac voltage to three dc-link voltages while 
restraining the reactive power at the input side. The 
average unusual equations of the rectifier are 
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where, im is the input current of the imaginary phase, 
V is the input voltage of the imaginary phase, E is the 
dc-link voltage of the imaginary phase, dm is the 
rectifier PWM duty cycle. 

 
Fig. 3. Rectifier single-phase dq decoupled controller. 

 
The decoupled dq vector controller for each H-bridge 
is shown in Fig. 3. The three sinusoidal pulse width 
modulation (SPWM) carriers for the cascaded H-
bridge are phase shifted. Depending on the reactive 
power base in the SST controller I, the SST can 
generate or captivate reactive power to the power 
grid. 
 
B. Designing and Restrain of DAB 
The DAB is shown in Fig. 4. The rectifier regulates 
the high-voltage dc-link voltage and manipulates the 
input current to be sinusoidal from the ac input. The 
low-voltage dc link is regulated by the DAB 
converter. 
 

 
Fig. 4.    (a) DAB circuit and (b) DAB voltage controller. 

 
The DAB scheme presents zero voltage switching, 
relatively low-voltage pressure for the switches, low 
passive component. Real power flows from the bridge 
with leading phase angle to the bridge with lagging 
phase angle, the amount of transferred power is 
controlled by the phase angle difference and the 
magnitudes of the dc voltages at the two ends.  
 
III. VOLTAGE AND POWER BALANCE 

RESTRAIN 
 
Because the rectifier stage of the SST subsist of three 
H-Bridges in series, the voltage unbalance could 
appear on the dc-link voltages due to the device loss 
mismatching and H-Bridge real power differences. 
The unbalanced voltage will set off the capacitor or 

IGBT device overvoltage in the H-Bridge and trigger 
the system overvoltage fortification.  
The DAB stage subsist of three DAB modules in 
parallel. The power unbalance (P1,P2, and P, as 
shown in Fig. 5) can be set off by the transformer 
parameter mismatching (such as leakage inductance 
or turns ratio) and dc-link voltage differences. The 
power unbalance will set off a device overcurrent 
issue and result in unbalance heat distributions.  
 
A.  Voltage Balance Restrain 
The single-phase dq vector controller for the rectifier 
stage regulates the total dc-link voltage and 
manipulates the reactive power. Fig. 6 illustrates the 
schemed voltage balance controller. The individual 
dc-link voltages of the first two H-Bridges, E1 and E2 
are compared with the dc-link voltage base Ere f to 
generate d-axis compensation Δdd1 and Δdd2 by a PI 
regulator. Fig. 7 shows the three dc-link voltages 
without voltage balance restrain. The three H-Bridge 
dc-link voltages become unbalanced after the power 
change. The H-bridge that transfers more power has 
the highest dc-link voltage. Fig. 8 shows the three dc-
link voltages with voltage balance restrain. With the 
voltage balance controller, the three dc-link voltages 
are equally regulated in the steady state. 

 
Fig. 5. Voltage and power unbalance in SST topology. 

 
B.  Voltage Balance Constraints 
The schemed voltage controller can maintain the 
evenhanded dc-link voltage While the real power is 
unusual for each H- Bridge. The derivations are based 
on the assumption of a unity power factor at the SST 
rectifier input 

 
where, Vn is the Nth H-Bridge voltage vector, V is 
the single phase input ac voltage, I line is the input ac 
current, dn and qn are the d-axis and q-axis duty 
cycle generated by the controller, and E is the dc-link 
base voltage of each H-Bridge.  
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Fig. 6. Schemed voltage balance restrain based on the single-

phase dq 

 
Fig. 7.    Rectifier voltage vector constrains. 

 
The real power PN and reactive power QN of the Nth 
H-Bridge is calculated as  

 
So from above equations 

 
The total input power 

  

 
From above equations, d1, d2, and d are derived as  

 
Without loss of generality, assume , 
the reactive power is equally distributed and no 

overmodulation  

 
Fig. 8.    Power balance controller. 

 
In contract to balance the dc-link voltages, the real 
power of each H-Bridge has to be within the range 
conferred in (21).  

C.  Power Balance Restrain 
A power balance restrain procedure is schemed to 
regulate the real power transferring through the DAB 
parallel modules. As shown in Fig. 8, the voltage 
regulator compares the low-voltage dc voltage Vdc L 
with the base Vdc L ref and generates the power 
bases Pre f for the three DAB modules. Then, the 
power regulator compares the calculated average 
power of each DAB module with Pre f and generates 
the phase-shift angles 1, 2, and 3   for the three 
calculates the average power in each switching cycle. 

In the calculation, , the primary dc 
voltage Vdc H can module is evenhanded. So the 
power calculation involves only the summation of 
current. 
 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The simulation results confirm the study of maximum 
power unbalance threshold; then the proposed power 
controller is necessary to assure the power unbalance 
is always restricted within the essential range so that 
the dc-link voltages can be balanced. 

 
Input voltage 

 
DC-link voltages without voltage balance control 

 
DAB current without power balance control 
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DC-link voltages with voltage balance control 

 
DAB current with power balance control 

 
DC bus voltages 

 
In the proposed model, PI controller is used but in the 
extension the PI controller is replaced by the P+R 
controller and the results obtained shown that the 
steady state achievement is faster than that of PI 
controller. The results with P+R controller is shown 
below: 
 

 
DC-link voltages with voltage balance control 

 
DAB current with power balance control 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this project, a cascaded H-Bridge converter-based 
SST is schemed to interconnection between 7.2-kV ac 
grid and a 400-V dc distribution in smart grid 
systems. The single-phase dq vector designing and 
restrain of the SST, including ac/dc rectifier, DAB 
converter is developed. A new voltage balance 
restrain procedure is schemed to resolve the voltage 
unbalance of the dc links in different H-bridges. The 
power intrinsic unbalance constraints of the voltage 
balance restrain for the cascaded H-Bridge rectifier is 
derived and verified by simulations. Mean-while, a 
power balance restrain procedure is schemed to 
regulate the real power transferring through the 
parallel modules. Finally, the switching model 
simulation and SST scale-down prototype are 
instigated with the schemed controller. The results 
confirm the performance of the SST, including power 
factor correction, real and reactive power restrain, 
voltage sag compensation, and the schemed voltage 
balance restrain. 
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